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Abstract: The DC–DC converters operate extensively in a variety of industrial applications such as electric vehicles, renewable
energy systems, aerospace applications, consumer electronics (smartphones, laptops, etc.) and energy storage solutions. The
reliability of the DC–DC converters is of a greater significance. The research endeavours made in enhancing the reliability of the
DC–DC converters are still very limited and dispersed. Due to the rapid growth in semiconductor technology, the DC–DC
converters have an endless number of topologies, with various operating principles and functionalities. Enhancement of the
reliability of all types of DC–DC converters is still a challenging task. Power switches are the most fragile components in
converter circuits, which inherently fall prey to the faults occurring in the system. Hence, there is always a requirement to take
appropriate remedial measures to deal with all kinds of faults. Further, in order to detect the occurrence of fault a fast faultdiagnosis and fault-tolerant strategies in the DC–DC converters is mandatory and the same has to be embedded in the
converter for safety purpose. In view of the importance of the same, the fault-diagnostic algorithms and fault-tolerant strategies
developed in the literature, by various researchers are furnished in a single document after conducting an exhaustive review.

1

Introduction

The DC–DC converters are extensively used to convert DC
voltages efficiently from one level to another. The system
reliability of these converters is very critical because even a single
failure in the components of the converter will lead to defect in the
entire system. In some crucial practices, the DC–DC converters
must be capable of operating continuously even under faulty
situations. One important application is the use of the DC–DC
converters in the medical industry [1]. Another critical application
is in a brake-by-wire system in the control of a car [2]. The loss of
output voltage of these converters can have serious effects. To
improve reliability, one popular method is the parallel redundant
operation of circuits or components. However, this method is a
costly option because one or more additional converters are
connected in parallel to achieve the redundancy in case of failure of
main converter. Therefore, reliability is assured only if appropriate
fault-diagnosis and fault-tolerant methods are incorporated for the
most vulnerable fault subjected components like capacitors and
semiconductor switches, which permit to quit the system action in
time.
Semiconductor switches and the aluminum capacitors are the
two most important elements in the DC–DC converters. More than
34% of breakdowns and malfunctions are recorded due to the
soldering joint failures and semiconductor failures [3, 4] and 50%
is due to the aluminum electrolytic capacitors [5]. The DC–DC
converters are constantly exposed to surplus stress factors such as
thermal, electrical and physical stress as any other energy
conversion system in power electronics. The feasible faulty
components and their stress distributions involved in power
electronics are shown in Fig. 1 [6, 7]. Figs. 1a and b show the
source of stresses and the root cause for failure in power electronic
components.
The combination of all these stress factors prompts early
deterioration of converter components, thus reducing the overall
lifetime of the DC–DC converters. Power semiconductor switches
especially insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) and meta-oxide
semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) comprise the
most vulnerable components demonstrating the higher failure rates
in the DC–DC converters. Power switch faults are mainly
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classified into open circuit faults (OCFs) and short circuit faults
(SCFs).
The OCF occurs due to driver failure, which in turn dislodges
the bonding wires during thermic cycling, by an SCF induced in
rupture or ageing [8–16]. OCF does not create a serious problem to
the core components of a converter that stands healthy and the
energy transfer to load is commonly accomplished even in
deteriorated state. Nevertheless, if such faults are sustained for long
duration, additional damage might be experienced by the converter
and in utmost cases, leads to absolute standstill. Hence the
identification and detection of such failures are recommended to
prevent further damage in power converters.
The SCF occurs due to either an intrinsic failure (caused by
avalanche stress/overvoltage or temperature overshoot) or an
improper gate-driver (caused by driver circuit malfunction or
auxiliary power supply failure). SCFs, which are very severe faults
in the converter that may cause further damage to additional
components in the converter circuit and it, should be isolated
carefully and quickly [17–19]. At present SCF protection is a basic
practical integrated segment in gate-driver circuit [20, 21].
Nevertheless, the cost is high and frequently employed in high
power inverter applications. Many fault diagnostic algorithms,
basically reject the capabilities for SCF diagnosing. Several
disputes are furnished for not examining the SC faults in the
diagnosis of switch faults:
• A fast reaction of control structure is required for SC faults so
that faults will segregate and prevent additional destruction to
the converter.
• SC faults are frequently accompanied by OC faults,
consequently, separate actions are carried out through hardware.
The basic aim of fault diagnosis and fault tolerance is to detect and
to identify any kind of failures at the initial stage in order to avoid
shutdowns and accordingly plan in advance a maintenance action.
Developing fault diagnosis is the first step for the DC–DC
converters, which prevents the catastrophic failures for the
semiconductor switches in the system. The fault-tolerant strategies
allow uninterrupted operation of converters, though the power
switches are in faulty scenarios. Generally, fault-diagnosis strategy
comprises of three tasks [22–24]:
1

• Fault detection
• Fault identification
• Fault isolation.
During the fault detection period, a fault alarm is activated but the
faulty element and the relative fault mode remains unknown.
During the fault identification period, the faulty component and
corresponding fault mode that has given rise to fault alarm are
identified. Generally fault detection and fault identification are
called as ‘fault-diagnosis’, which is used to recognise the nature,
location and type of the fault [25–27]. Such implementations rely
on the abilities of the supported fault-diagnostic variables and
fault-diagnostic algorithms. The fault-tolerant operation (FTO)
consists of fault isolation and fault reconfiguration is the next
counter measure, which is always based on hardware redundancy
design and corresponding fault-tolerant control. The fault isolation
is also known as remedial action, which is used to segregate the
faulty devices and redesign the converter for continuous and safe
operation.
Due to the growing importance and extensive research
surroundings the fault diagnosis and fault tolerance of power
converters, the authors feel that this is the right time to put forth a
systematic perspective on the status of fault diagnosis and fault
tolerant research. Thus, this paper introduces the most applicable
advancements attained so far regarding the improvements of fault
diagnostic algorithms and fault tolerance strategies suitable for the
DC–DC converters. Special significance is given in this paper to
the diagnostic techniques concentrating on OC and SC faults in
non-isolated and isolated converter power switches.

2

Fault diagnostic algorithms

There is no commonly selected classification scheme developed so
far for the fault diagnostic algorithm, pointed towards
semiconductor faults. However, it is feasible to set up a
classification scheme by taking the data required into consideration
to execute the fault diagnostic algorithm. The simplified
classification scheme is depicted in Fig. 2.
Fault signatures based on converter variables, which are sensed
in real time are used in most fault diagnostic algorithms for the
DC–DC converters. The algorithms, in this paper are classified as
‘signal processing-based algorithms’ because the fault diagnostic
action is completely carried out by the analysis of fault signatures,
which is taken out from the converter variables.
Other diagnostic algorithms with better robustness against false
faulty alarms have been developed recently. The algorithms in this
paper are classified as ‘model-based algorithms’, because the
diagnostic action is aided by pre-established converter model.
These algorithms use a detailed knowledge of system and are
normally based on parity equations, residual generations using
parameter estimation or state observers. Model-based algorithms
are based on artificial intelligence techniques, such as artificial
neural networks, fuzzy logic, or machine learning, to establish a
trained system that once trained, can determine the specific faults.
The following segments give further insight of each of the
previously mentioned methods.

Fig. 1 Stress distributions and failure in power electronic systems [6, 7]
(a) Source of stress distribution, (b) Failure root cause distribution

2.1 Fault diagnostic algorithms based on signal processing
Signal processing techniques occupy a huge part in the literature
pointed towards diagnosing switch faults in converters. Certain
selected fault signatures are identified as fault signatures in these
algorithms, which are commonly used for regulation purposes.
Capacitor voltage or DC bus current are the commonly used
control variables for the fault diagnosis. As depicted in Fig. 3,
either the converter output, input or internal variables are detected
and treated with signal processing techniques. Signal processing
techniques are extremely reliant on selected diagnostic variables.
The implementation of signal processing fault diagnostic
algorithms is quite easy, and there is no need for finding previous
knowledge of converter parameters.
Regrettably, signal processing diagnostic algorithms may not be
fully successful, because false fault alarms may be activated when
2

Fig. 2 Categorisation of fault diagnostic algorithms for semiconductor
switches in DC–DC converters

the converter is mandatory to serve under extremely dynamic
conditions with significant switching frequencies or oscillations in
load levels, leading to false diagnostic results.
Based on diagnostic parameters measured in frequency or in
time domain, signal processing algorithms can be again categorised
as frequency domain [28–34] and time domain analysis [35, 36].
2.1.1 Signal processing algorithms based on time
domain: These algorithms execute an examination of variables in
time domain selected for diagnosis purpose. Such examinations
may depend on different methodologies including trend analysis,
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• Increases the reliability of DAB.

Fig. 3 Implementation of fault diagnostic algorithm based on signal
processing techniques

magnitude analysis, statistical moments, mean values assessments,
limit evaluations etc.
Based on time domain examination, definite fault diagnostic
algorithms are developed to meet very particular requirements of a
few converter topologies. Accordingly, for other converter
topologies the extrapolation of these algorithms may be more
challenging or even unattainable.
The time domain analysis in fault diagnostic algorithms mainly
differs on the mythologies used and the adopted diagnostic
variables to take out the suitable fault signatures. For the decisionmaking task the requirement of thresholds also relies on the
construction of diagnostic algorithms. During the time of choosing
diagnostic variables, researchers choose diagnostic variables which
satisfy the following conditions:
• Additional sensor requirements are eliminated or at least
minimised.
• Through the diagnostic variables, many fault signatures are
implemented in proper recognition of definite faulty components
or fault modes.
Earlier, the diagnostic tools employing time-domain analysis
record the abnormal deviations in the measurement of converter
variables using the input current peak to integral ratio [22], or the
numerical moments of converter currents and voltages [37] to
investigate the OC faults in converter topologies. These algorithms'
implementation is absolutely simple and depends on simple
analogue circuits to identify the switch faults. Nonetheless, the
recognition of these algorithms is completely confirmed for FBZVS the DC–DC converters [22] and the cascaded converters [37],
the algorithms' nature facilitates the execution in other converter
topologies too by using such diagnostic strategies.
The DC bus capacitor voltage balance in multilevel DC–DC
converter, is a condition in which the capacitor voltage is
continuously monitored to identify the switch faults [21]. Although
the algorithm is simple, but the simple act of investigation of DC
bus capacitor voltage in most situations does not furnish precise
information about the converter faulty components. This algorithm
is implemented on a three-level flying capacitor DC–DC converter
constitutes the comparison of flying capacitor voltage with two
unique thresholds. Based on the comparison result, it is possible to
subject a fault alarm, and at any time it is possible to detect the
faulty component. The merits of the proposed method include:
• Easy implementation and economical.
• Response time is fast, that is very crucial in shoot-through and
short circuit protection.
• No additional components are required; therefore there is no
effect on normal converter performance and operation.
• Ability to identify multiple faults.
The transformer winding voltages are widely preferred as
diagnostic variables in isolated DC–DC converter topologies. The
examination of winding average voltage values have been selected
to identify and detect the OC switch faults in dual active bridge
(DAB) DC–DC converters using galvanic isolation [38]. The
merits of this proposed method are
• Implementation cost is low.
• Fault detection speed is fast.
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Similar fault diagnostic algorithm, based on transformer primary
side voltage in isolated phase shifted full bridge (PSFB) converter
is used as a diagnostic criterion to identify the OC faults, which can
be easily obtained by adding an auxiliary winding [39]. This
algorithm requires the establishment of an empirical threshold
value. The OC faults can be identified by comparing the diagnostic
variable amplitude to a predefined threshold value. After finding
the faulty switch, the PSFB converter is redesigned into an
asymmetrical half-bridge converter to carry the continuous
operation. The following are the advantages of the proposed
method:
• The implementation cost of the diagnostic circuit is very low
because only a few components are added.
• The diagnostic results are correct because the detection circuits
are average value based.
• The converter can reconstruct its topology and maintain the
continuous DC power to the critical load when the OC fault
occurs in any switch. Therefore, the reliability of the system can
be increased greatly.
• Before and after the fault, the voltage stresses of the switches
are steady and the voltage stresses of the rectifier diodes only
have a slight increase.
In non-isolated single-ended converters, signs of inductor current
slope are used as diagnostic variable to identify the power switch
faults [20]. In this proposed method, two fault detection algorithms
(FDAs) are working together to detect both OCF and SCF. The
expected inductor current slope sign measures the differences
between the measured inductor current slope sign, resulting in
ensuring reliable and fast diagnostic results. The merits of the
proposed method are
• Fault detection speed is relatively fast and robust.
• Low cost and economical because no additional sensors are
required.
Accordingly, based on the principles of operation and on the same
diagnostic variable, a series of fault diagnostic algorithms have
been developed with small developments in the effect of original
fault diagnostic algorithms. An FDA which can detect and identify
the type of faults (SCF or OCF) is proposed in [40]. This validation
allows for distinguishing SC and OC faults which were not
accessible in the prior algorithm [20]. The switch command and
sign of inductor current slope are used to identify the switch faults.
The proposed method has two subsystems (FDA1 and FDA2) and
works in parallel. FDA1 is fast and precisely compares the
measured values of inductor current's slope sign and the switch
command. FDA2 is robust and during a switching period of normal
operation of converter, with controlled duty cycle, the inductor
current cannot always decrease or increases. In OCF, after the fault
detection the faulty switch can be restored with a redundant switch,
whereas in SCF the reconfiguration of the converter will happen
only after the faulty switch is disconnected [40].
A comparison between the delayed version of gating signals
and the sign of the inductor current slope is used as fault diagnostic
to identify both OCF and SCF in non-isolated DC–DC boost
converter [41]. However, still the same approach can be applied to
any other non-isolated single switch DC–DC converters including
buck, buck–boost, Cuk, SEPIC and dual SEPIC converters. By this
proposed method OCF can be detected in 14 μs and the SCF in 18
μs. The converter operates at a switching frequency of
f SW = 15 kHz (corresponding switching period T SW = 67 μs). The
ratio between detection time and switching period for an OCF and
SCF are 0.2089 (14 μs/67 μs) and 0.0012 (18 μs/67 μs),
respectively. The merits of this methods are
• Additional voltage or current sensors are not required.
• OCF and SCF can be detected in less than one switching period.

3

Fig. 4 Flowchart and gating signal [42]

(a) State machine flowchart implementation based on inductor current slope, (b)
Gating signal v and moments used to manage the changeover among machine states

The fault identification problem in the previous algorithm [42]
will be made better by choosing different instances for changeover
among machine states. The flow chart accompanied by the state
machine is shown in Fig. 5a [43], while the gating signal v and
instants are shown in Fig. 5b.
The proposed fault detection method (FDM) in [43] can identify
the switch faults in less than one switching period, generally
around 100 ms in medium power applications. The sign of the
inductor current slope is used as diagnostic criteria. The FDM can
detect SCF and OCF for boost converters used in PV systems.
To meet the specifications of practical applications, certain
optimised fault diagnostic strategies are developed. The amplitude
of PV variables (power, voltage and current) with low-frequency
oscillations provides satisfactory information to identify switch
faults. An OCF-diagnosis and fault-tolerant scheme for a threelevel boost converter are proposed in [44]. The output dc-link
capacitor voltage and control variables used for maximum power
point tracking are used as fault diagnostic variables. The merits and
demerits of the proposed method are stated below.
Merits:
• This fault-diagnostic method identifies any open circuit power
switch faults and provides the exact location.
• Only a few components are added to three-level boost converter
for fault-tolerant reconfiguration.
Demerits:
• Nearly 30% of the power is less from the reconfigured converter
when compared with the original converter.
• Higher voltage stress on the remaining healthy IGBT switches,
because of dc-link capacitor voltage unbalance.

Fig. 5 Flowchart and gating signals [43]

(a) Flowchart accompanied by the state machine, (b) Gating signals v and instants

Fig. 6 Inductor current evolution in non-isolated unidirectional buck
converter, under healthy and faulty conditions

Same strategies based on similar diagnostic principles, but with
less computational efforts were developed in [42, 43]. In this
proposed method, a single algorithm (instead of two parallel
algorithms in [20]) is used in order to detect efficiently the faults in
the switches. Depending on inductor current slope sign, the switch
OCF [42] and switch OCF and SCF [43] are detected in these
proposed methods. The calculated inductor current is used in two
ways. One is for fault detection and the other is for control
purpose. Therefore, no additional sensors are required. As a result,
the cost reduces and the reliability of the overall system continues.
In short by the examination of inductor current slope sign, the
investigation of switch health condition is executed.
In the initial iteration, the fault diagnosis is obtained, but there
is no conclusive result about the switch OCF or SCF as depicted in
Fig. 4a. x1 and x2 denote the transition between states, takes into
report that the data provided by gating signal v. At the end of
gating signal v, every transition is activated as shown in Fig. 4b.
4

Fault diagnostic algorithms depend on the estimation of inductor
current amplitude which is a powerful group in the time domain.
The inductor current magnitude is sampled at critical instances in
order to create a logical relationship between sampled values. This
algorithm best suits for single-switch converters [45]. Inductor
current absolute values are compared with sampled values at three
peculiar moments which permits for detection of faults in converter
switches.
With the help of gating signals information, several approaches
are developed based on sampling the magnitude of inductor current
at falling and rising edges. Minute changes in the fault diagnostic
algorithms were made and it was successfully implemented in nonisolated bidirectional DC–DC converters [46], multi-input DC–DC
converters [47], interleaved DC–DC converters [48], and in nonisolated unidirectional DC–DC converters [49]. The logical
relationship between the current magnitude measured at falling and
rising edges of gating signals are concerned by OCFs in converter
switches as depicted in Fig. 6. The advantages of the proposed
methods are
• Additional sensors are not required for fault diagnosis, because
converter control variables are used.
• Minimum computational efforts required.
• Easy control and economical.
Current magnitude provides sufficient information for fault
diagnostic in the parallel-connected single active bridge (SAB)
DC–DC converters. In this method the output current of converter
is sampled at pre-established stages, permitting for detecting the
OCF and even recognition of module accommodating the faulty
switch in less than two switching periods [50]. The healthy
operation of converter is shown in Fig. 7a. The decrement in one of
the peaks of output current of converter due to a single OCF is
shown in Fig. 7b.The following are the merits of the proposed
method.
• By using only one current sensor in output, the proposed fault
diagnosis method detects the type and exact location of the fault
in no more than two switching periods.
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• The quality of the output current remains unaffected under
faulty situations.

• Easy to detect switch OC and SC faults.
• Low cost to implement.

The simple action of analysing the current amplitude of the
converter might indicate inefficient in more complex converters.
To accommodate the requirements in complex converters, more
detailed fault diagnostic algorithms have to be developed.
Addressing to the same, based on the current derivative, a fault
diagnostic algorithm is developed which can detect and identify the
OCFs in interleaved DC–DC converters [51]. In this proposed
method comparison between the expected derivative sign and the
measured derivative sign on each interval is considered. Each
switching period consists of six similar intervals as shown in
Fig. 8. The imbalance in the derivative sign happens at interval (d)
of period T SW_2 as shown in Fig. 8. The merits of this proposed
method are

Transformer primary voltage and dc-link current are considered as
fault diagnostic criteria to detect the switch SCF for PSFB DC–DC
converter [54]. Once the switch SCF occurs, a high current pulse
exceeds a predefined threshold value, selected empirically must
appear at the dc-link side. If the dc-link current exceeds the
threshold value then switch SCF occurs. Within one switching
period, the faulty switch will be identified and the faulty PSFB
converter is reconfigured into an asymmetrical half-bridge
converter. The merits of this method are

• This method is robust to transients and current imbalance
between phases.
• No additional sensors are required.
The magnetic component voltage (transformer or inductor) is
utilised as fault diagnostic criteria for PWM DC–DC converters
operating in continuous conduction mode [52]. Based on the switch
gate-driver signals and real time voltage measurement,
characteristics of switch SCF and OCF are easily identified. From
the control circuit, the gate driver signals can be obtained and by
using an auxiliary winding in magnetic core, the magnetic
component voltage can be measured. The combined signals will be
used to detect the switch faults. The proposed method is preferable
than the traditional methods [20–22, 39, 44, 45] in terms of
detection time, size and cost.
A different algorithm, based on magnetic component voltage is
used as fault signature to detect OC and SC faults that occur in a
boost converter switch [53] is developed to increase the fault
diagnostic efficiency for converters performing in discontinuous
conduction mode. The inductor voltage is compared with the
switching function at every switching period in this proposed
method. With this action, the abnormal inductor voltage generated
a fault alarm only in each fault condition. This algorithm can detect
switch faults within two switching periods. The advantages of the
proposed method are

• The diagnostic results are fast and exact.
• Continuous DC power will be provided by the converter to the
critical loads when the SCFs occur in any switch. Therefore the
reliability of the converter can be greatly increased.
• Voltage stresses of the diodes and the switches are maintained
constant, before and after the fault.
• Remedial system cost is low because only one diode and switch
are added.
The diode voltage is selected as fault diagnostic variable to
determine the SCF and OCF of the diodes and switches in nonisolated DC–DC converters [55] including boost, buck, and buck–
boost. The gate driver signals and diode voltage are handled in the
simple logic circuit to develop indicators for diode and switch
faults. To implement this algorithm, at least one voltage sensor is
required for capturing the diode voltage and is responsible for fault
detection in less than one switching cycle. Some of the important
merits of this method include:
• Low cost.
• Fast detection capability.
• Simplicity.
A comparison between the voltage measured at each input submodule and the voltage measured at each sub-module output is
adopted as fault diagnostic criteria in modular multilevel DC–DC
converters to detect the fast OCFs [56]. The advantages of the
proposed method are
•
•
•
•

Fig. 7 Parallel connected single active bridge output current under
various conditions [51]
(a) Healthy converter operation, (b) Faulty operation, fault in module 2

Fig. 8 Development of input current in time for 3-phase interleaved boost
converter in two switching intervals. Highlighted the OC fault by shadowed
portions during the T SW_2 period [51]
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This algorithm proposes a fast fault location.
Simple and effective diagnostic method.
Avoids complex mathematical operations.
This algorithm minimises the fault diagnostic time.

To diagnose the switch faults, a Rogowski coil sensor is proposed
in [57–60] which captures the inductor current derivative, and it
contains sufficient information about switch faults in non-isolated
single switch DC–DC converters. By using the Rogowski coil
sensor output and the gate driver signal, the switch OCF and SCF
could be detected in less than one switching cycle. Moreover, a
new approach for capacitor lifetime monitoring is proposed, in
which the Rogowski coil sensor voltage is employed for
calculating the capacitor ESR. The advantages of this method are
•
•
•
•

Linear response for a wide range of frequencies.
Low cost.
Compactness.
Higher accuracy and reliability.

In three phases non-isolated interleaved bidirectional DC–DC
converter second-order derivative of the converter is used to
diagnose the switch faults [61]. By analysing the magnitude of
second-order discrete time derivative of converter low voltage side
current, the fault detection can be obtained. Along with the
information of second-order discrete time derivative, the gating
signals are also used to detect the faulty switch.
OCF diagnosis in interleaved DC–DC boost converters can be
identified through the time domain analysis of reference current
error waveform [62]. The unusual increase of reference current
5

Fig. 9 Spectral evaluation of MNF waveform fault diagnostic algorithm

Table 1 Comparison of non-isolated converter signal processing-based fault diagnostic algorithms
Ref. Diagnosis criterion
Application
Type of
Switching
Maximum
fault
frequency
diagnostic time
(T d_max)
[37]

numerical/statistical
cascaded buck converter, most
moments of converter
DC–DC converters
currents and voltages
[20] inductor current slope sign
non-isolated single switch
converters
[44]
PV variables (current,
DC–DC converters used in PV
power and voltage)
MPPT applications
[40] inductor current slope sign
non-isolated single switch
converters
[45] inductor current evolution
non-isolated single switch
converters
[41] inductor current slope sign
non-isolated single switch
converters
[42] inductor current slope sign
non-isolated single switch
converters
[43] inductor current slope sign
non-isolated single switch
converters
[51]
input current derivative
interleaved boost converters
sign
[48] inductor current evolution interleaved boost converters
[52]

Cost

OC, SC

20 kHz

8Ts

slow

low

OC, SC

15 kHz

2Ts

relatively fast

medium

OC

5 kHz

2Ts

relatively fast

low

OC, SC

15 kHz

2Ts

relatively fast

medium

OC, SC

40 kHz

1.5Ts

relatively fast

low

OC, SC

15 kHz

Ts

fast

medium

OC

15 kHz

Ts

fast

medium

OC, SC

15 kHz

Ts

fast

medium

OC

1 kHz

2Ts

relatively fast

low

OC

1 kHz

Ts

fast

low

buck converter

OC, SC

48 kHz

Tsw

fast

low

OC, SC

50 kHz

1.5Ts

relatively fast

low

OC, SC

50 kHz

Ts

fast

low

OC

5 kHz, 10 kHz

Ts (validated
through
simulation)
2Ts (validated
through
simulation)
>2Ts

fast

low

relatively fast

low

slow

high

[55]

magnetic component
voltage
diode voltage

[57]

Rogowski coil voltage

[62]

reference current error

non-isolated single switch DC–
DC converters
non-isolated single switch DC–
DC converters
interleaved boost converters

[61]

low-voltage side current
second order derivative

interleaved bi-directional
converter

OC

5 kHz, 10 kHz

[70]

MNF

buck converters

OC, SC

24 kHz

error furnishes good fault indicators that permit the identification
of power switch OCFs.
2.1.2 Signal processing algorithms based on frequency
domain: The algorithms handling signal processing techniques for
fault diagnosis in the frequency domain does not have much
attention when compared with signal processing techniques based
on the time domain, for the improvement of reliability in DC–DC
converters. A large number of training sets and weighty
computational efforts are required to detect the switch faults which
constitute difficulty in implementation of such algorithms.
The magnetic near field (MNF) is utilised as diagnostic criteria
to identify the OCFs in buck and PSFB converter [63–70]. By
using a field probe, the MNF of the converter is captured. The
information from MNF is extracted by using the computation of
fast Fourier transform. The spectral analysis is carried out on an
accumulator and neural networks to diagnose faults in the
converter switches as shown in Fig. 9. The use of MNF signatures
brings some special features which are stated below.
6

Diagnosis
speed

• Current and voltage sensors are not required.
• The MNF probe is used to capture the magnetic fields near the
converters.
• The power stage and the diagnostic system are isolated
naturally.
• The magnetic fields emitted from distinct sources can be
grabbed by using one MNF probe and the measured waveforms
consist of ample information for diagnosis.
2.1.3 Performance of signal processing based algorithms: A
general outline of performance levels based on signal processing
techniques of each fault diagnostic algorithm is compiled in
Tables 1 and 2 for non-isolated and isolated converters,
respectively from different aspects including diagnosis criterion,
application, type of the fault, diagnosis speed, switching frequency,
and cost. The data depicted in Tables 1 and 2 is based on the
compilation and analysis of data which is available in the literature.
T d_max indicates the maximum fault detection time which
determines the maximum time required to identify and detect the
faulty switch. It should be eminent that detection speed is treated as
IET Power Electron., 2020, Vol. 13 Iss. 1, pp. 1-13
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Table 2 Comparison of isolated converter signal processing based fault diagnostic algorithms
Ref. Diagnosis criterion
Application
Type of
Switching
Maximum
fault
frequency
detection time
[38]

transformer windings
voltages

dual-active bridge
converters

OC

20 kHz

[39]

full bridge converters

OC

[21]

transformer primary
voltage
flying capacitor voltage

[50]

converter output current

half-bride three-level
converters
parallel-connected single
active bridge converters
half-bridge converter

[53]

magnetic component
voltage
[56] sub-module output voltage modular multilevel DC–DC
converter
[54]
transformer primary
PSFB
voltage and DC-bus
current
[70]
MNF
PSFB

Diagnosis
speed

Cost

fast

low

50 kHz

1Ts (validated
through simulation)
100Ts

slow

low

OC, SC

200 kHz

<1Ts

fast

low

OC

10 kHz

2Ts

relatively fast

low

OC, SC

25 kHz

2Ts

relatively fast

low

OC

4 kHz

Ts

fast

medium

Oc

50 kHz

Ts

fast

high

OC, SC

135 kHz

>2Ts

slow

high

Fig. 10 Development of model-based fault diagnostic algorithm for DC–DC converters

slow, relatively fast, and fast, for detection delays more than two
switching periods, up to two switching cycles and less than one
switching period, respectively. Expenses of the recommended
diagnosis circuitry and additional sensors for fault detection are
treated as a criterion to analyse the techniques from the cost point
of view. Based on this principle, the methods are classified into
low, medium, and high-cost categories.
2.2 Model-based fault diagnostic algorithms
From the last few years, model-based fault diagnostic algorithms
become very popular for DC–DC converters, because the execution
of these algorithms requires significant computational efforts.
The challenges faced by signal processing based algorithms are
overcome by the model-based algorithms, as these algorithms have
the features of effectiveness and flexibility in determining SCF or
OCF, independent of converter parameters (load level, switching
frequency, conduction modes etc.). In the model-based fault
diagnostic algorithms, the stability against non-linearity such as
load transients or noise is also improved.
Model-based algorithms use analytic knowledge of system and
generally based on state observers, parity equations, or residual
generation using parameter assessment [71–76]. For the
advancements of the model-based algorithms past knowledge of
converter specifications (capacitances, inductances, parasitic
resistances) is crucial.
Model-based algorithms depends on artificial intelligence-based
methods, such as fuzzy logic, machine learning or artificial neural
networks to design an intelligent system that once trained, will
detect specific faults [77–83].
Generally, model-based algorithms compare the observed
response of the converter (determined by the converter output
signals such as current or voltage) with expected converter
response as shown in Fig. 10.
Based on accurate information about converter topology,
converter input signals and the converter parameters; the converter
performance is emulated and modelled with utmost care. By
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comparing the modelled response with converter response residuals
are generated.
The information furnished by residuals may be handled by
different strategies, similar to signal processing based algorithms.
A decision-making block, allows extraction of important
information that gives a hint about the faulty switch which disturbs
the converter operation. In model-based fault diagnostic
algorithms, state observers are the commonly adopted tools to
measure the state of DC–DC converters. One of those tools is the
sliding mode observer (SMO).
An OCF detection method for modular multilevel converters
(MMC) based on SMO is proposed in [75, 84]. SMOs were
originally developed for MMCs, but they can further be used in
associated DC–DC converter topologies. No additional sensors are
needed in this method because this method uses the cell capacitor
voltages and converter arm currents as inputs, which are already
accessible as measurement inputs to the control system. The faulty
switching device and also the faulty cell can be easily identified by
using this method. When the observed circulating current deviates
from the measured circulating current, then an OCF is detected in
the power semiconductor device. This method can locate and
detect an OCF of the power switch or a gate driver failure in <50
ms. Nonetheless, this method is not satisfactory for isolation and
detection of SCF, due to fats response demand (10μs). The merits
of the proposed methods are
•
•
•
•
•

Fast and effective in identifying switch faults.
Robust against measurement and parameter uncertainty error.
This method is independent of the operating frequency of MMC.
OC faults can be located in a very short duration of time.
This method is easy and simple with only one SMO equation
and no additional circuits are required.

Based on the modulation of particular DC–DC converter, the
inductor current derivative is applied to provide analytical current
emulator model for fault identification and diagnosis in boost
7

Table 3 Model-based fault algorithm features
Ref. Diagnosis criterion
Application

Type of fault Switching frequency Maximum detection time Cost

[75] sliding-mode observers modular multilevel DC–DC converters
[85] inductor current emulation
synchronous boost converters

OC
OC, SC

not specified
20 kHz

100 ms
<Ts

low
low

[87]
state estimation
switching power converters
[84] sliding-mode observers modular multilevel DC–DC converters
[86] inductor current emulation
synchronous boost converters

OC, SC
OC
SC

10–20 kHz
not specified
10 kHz

<10 ms
50 ms
<Ts

medium
low
low

Model estimator requires a high sampling rate, so it needs powerful
computational efforts. Therefore, a powerful and fast DSP tool is
required to expand this algorithm. This is the major drawback to be
considered of the algorithm. The major advantages of this
algorithm are:
• The proposed FDI can be used to identify and detect arbitrary
faults in sensors and components in an extensive class of
switching power converters.
• Fast response and wide applicability.
• High flexibility.

Fig. 11 Categorisation of fault-tolerant strategies available in literature
for DC–DC converters

converter [85, 86]. However, this method can be extended to other
non-isolated converters including buck, buck–boost, Cuk, SEPIC.
By this method, it is possible to identify the switch fault type and
faulty switch in less than one switching cycle. In addition to
monitored inductor current, converter output and input voltages are
the necessary diagnostic variables. The faults can be identified by
analysing the measured inductor current at an instance ‘n’ and the
expected inductor current at similar instance ‘n’. The deviation
between the expected and measured inductor current furnishes
significant information to diagnose the faulty component. The
merits of this algorithm are
• This method provides a fast and accurate fault detection alarm.
• Additional sensors are not required.
• This method provides FTO, which is used to operate the
converter continuously after the fault condition.
• Robust to input disturbances and load variations.
A robust open circuit switch fault-diagnosis method based on realtime SMO-based is proposed for the DC–DC power converters for
fuel cell applications [87]. This proposed method is tested on a
multiphase floating interleaved boost converter (FIBC). Based on a
nominal converter model the SMO is used to generate the residual
for fault diagnosis. The significant features of the proposed method
are
• Robust to the circuit parameter uncertainty and disturbance.
• This method can diagnose multiple switch faults.
• The diagnosis time is less than two switching periods.
A control scheme with open circuit switch fault-diagnosis is
proposed in [88] for FIBC to ensure the reliability and maintain the
control performance in all conditions. An enhanced adaptive active
disturbance rejection control is developed in this proposed method
to handle with parameter uncertainty and switch fault uncertainty
of FIBC.
Typical fault detection and identification (FDI) by utilising a
model-based state estimator is used as fault diagnosis for switching
power converters [89] including a three-phase inverter, a singlephase rectifier, an interleaved boost converter, and a buck
converter. This FDI algorithm strongly accomplishes the fault
identification in <10 ms and fault detection in <400 μs. A real-time
error residual is developed by state estimator which captures the
inequality between the estimated outputs and measured outputs
(currents and voltages) of a switching power converter. The fault
detection is enabled when the error residual becomes non-zero.
8

To improve the reliability of the DC–DC converters, further,
literature provides further model-based algorithms for substitute
purpose. These algorithms are commonly used for converter
parameters estimation like capacitances and inductances. However
still, these algorithms have the potential to find the fault diagnostic
moments in power switches. A small illustration of the modelbased algorithms focusing on the evaluation of other converter
states is furnished: algorithms based on self-tuned Kalman filters
[90, 91], adaptive gradient descent [92], observers featuring
adaptive estimation of parameters [93].
2.2.1 Performance of model-based algorithms:
assess the merits and performance of model-based
applicable for DC–DC converters, Table 3 creates
examination between the most important fault
algorithms.

3

To better
algorithms
a relative
diagnostic

Fault-tolerant strategies

Fault-diagnosis plays a major role in achieving the high-reliability
measures for DC–DC converters. However still, fault diagnostic
effort does not completely reduce the harmful effects in DC–DC
converters. Therefore fault-tolerant strategies are implemented on
DC–DC faulty converters which permit the continuous power
conversion, with adequate quality levels after the post fault.
Yet, the fault-tolerant strategies are implemented on DC–DC
converters; it does not allow the full recovery of power conversion
capabilities. Even after the redesign of DC–DC faulty converter,
power de-rating transferred to load and power quality degradation
are frequently observed. As a consequence of reconfiguration
strategies side effects will be predicted. Higher switching and
conduction loss are the two common side effects experienced by
fault-tolerant converter after the post-fault operation.
The fault-tolerant strategies, classification for DC–DC
converters available in the literature is shown in Fig. 11.
3.1 Reconfiguration strategies free of additional hardware
A decent set of reconfiguration strategies without employing any
additional hardware on DC–DC converters are provided in the
literature, which takes the advantage of inherently fault-tolerant
structure for some converter topologies to continue the power
conversion even the post fault. Reconfiguration strategies based on
free of additional hardware is basically constructed on two
individual approaches:
• Phase shift adjustments.
• Bypass of faulty modules.
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Fig. 12 Interleaved switching pattern after OCF at t = 0.55 ms
(a) Without reconfiguration, (b) With phase shift reconfiguration

MMC topologies [99, 100], as depicted in Figs. 13 and 14. Fig. 14
demonstrates the fault bypass and presents how the converter can
resist a fault and maintain its normal operation. Fig. 14 shows a
three-level converter with two redundant modules. Modules 1 and
2 work as active modules during normal operation, and modules 3
and 4 acts as bypass modules, as shown in Fig. 14a. A fault has
occurred in module 2 as shown in Fig. 14b. The converter uses two
active modules in the system, to maintain the conversion ratio
constant. Now, the location of fault has been detected by the
control circuit and bypasses module 2. Thereafter, it enlist module
3 in the active state, which was in bypass state so far, as shown in
Fig. 14c. From this point, modules 2 and 4 work as bypass
modules, and modules 1 and 3 work as active modules. To execute
the bypass function, all the components are required which are
originally included in the structure. Faulty modules bypassing in
modular converters have few merits over reconfiguring approach:
• No changes in the original control scheme.
• Implementation cost is null.

Fig. 13 Bidirectional MMC Fault-tolerant structure [99]

An FTO scheme is proposed in [101] for the two-level convertersMMCs (TLC-MMC), which interconnects the medium-voltage DC
(MVDC) and high voltage DC (HVDC) grids. A cost-effective
FTO scheme by employing low-speed mechanical disconnectors is
proposed in this paper. By this proposed method, a faulty TLC can
be bypassed and isolated from the TLC-MMC converter for
maintenance, and the TLC-MMC converter can continuously
operate with a reduced power rating.
3.2 Reconfiguration
hardware

Fig. 14 Fault bypass operation and redundancy of MMC [100]

(a) MMC operating in normal mode with two redundant modules (3 and 4), (b)
Occurrence of fault in module 2, (c) Module 2 is replaced by module 3 with the help
of bypass mode

3.1.1 Phase shift adjustment: Adjustment of gating signals is
introduced to faulty converters in phase shift adjustment method.
This means that, the phase shift modification among the control
signals are adjusted to active converter components/switches.
After finding the fault, the gating signal associated with the
faulty switch, which damages the switch managed by signal q1 as
shown in Fig. 12a has to be removed from the switching pattern. In
addition, the applied phase shift among the gating signals to the
active switches is corrected. As an example depicted in Fig. 12b
the gating signals q3 and q2 are altered by π rad, after t = 0.55 ms.
The switching pattern is reconstructed by using the reconfiguration
approach after the post fault period. Phase shift adjustment, a
reconstructed scheme which is normally employed in converter
topologies that apply a phase shift modulation method.
Accordingly, phase shift adjustment contributes very good results
on parallel-connected SAB converters [50], input parallel outputseries (IPOS) converters [94], and interleaved DC–DC converters
[48, 51, 95–98]. The major merits of the phase shift adjustment
fault-tolerant strategy are
• Low implementation cost.
• Effectiveness and simplicity.
3.1.2 Bypass of faulty modules: The execution of faulty
modules by bypass method is a very simple method for certain
IET Power Electron., 2020, Vol. 13 Iss. 1, pp. 1-13
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strategies

employing

additional

Reconfiguration strategies applying additional hardware are the
most reconfiguration strategies accessible in literature. Due to SC
and OC faults, there will be a loss of power conversion capabilities.
In order to avoid that situation, additional components are
recommended in the original converter. Additional components
either directly replace the faulty element or bypass the faulty
element if the converter has a modular structure. Based on the
topology of DC–DC converter the replacement can take place at
either leg level or at the device level (IGBTs, TRIACs, and
MOSFETs). Reconfiguration strategies employing additional
hardware is basically constructed on three individual approaches:
• Bypass of faulty modules.
• Inclusion of additional discrete components.
• Redundant legs insertion.
3.2.1 Bypass of faulty modules: The DC–DC converters with
modular structures do not provide adequate elements to establish
bypass function. However, to achieve the fault-tolerant capabilities,
it is necessary to include additional components in the original
circuit. Additional components such as solid-state relays or
thyristors are used in case of ISOP converter to bypass the faulty
module [102, 103] as depicted in Fig. 15.
A fault-tolerant method for cascaded quasi Z source DC–DC
converter, which depends on the bypass of faulty modules are
proposed in [104]. If a fault appears in a particular switch of
cascaded configuration, results in power conversion loss function
of the entire converter. Bypass function and isolation play a major
role in such aspects. An additional number of power switches
should be introduced in cascaded DC–DC converters to obtain
bypass function and isolation of faulty modules.
3.2.2 Inclusion of additional discrete components: This
method uses additional discrete components which are different
from the original components used in DC–DC converters.
The additional components used in fault-tolerant converters do
not directly change the faulty switch functions. The reduction of
output voltage in the full bridge DC–DC converter is the most
important side effect that occurs from open circuit switch faults. To
compensate the decrement in the output of the full bridge DC–DC
converters reconfiguration strategy plays a major role. These fault9

Fig. 17 Three-level boost converter fault-tolerant structure [44] (grey
emphasise box includes new components establish in three-level boost
converter)
Fig. 15 Fault-tolerant implementation in input series output parallel
converter [102, 103] (Q1, Q2, Qn denotes the bypass switches)

Fig. 16 FTO of full bridge DC–DC converter depends on auxiliary
winding connected in secondary winding of transformer [39]

tolerant structures require an additional auxiliary transformer
winding [39]. This is to be placed in the transformer secondary
winding as shown in Fig. 16. If a faulty switch damages the
transformer primary side bridge operation, then the auxiliary
winding is activated. Placing an auxiliary winding for
compensating the output voltage, involves high implementation
cost.
Different reconfiguration strategies contribute cheaper and
feasible solutions for similar problems. The Auxiliary winding is
inserted in the transformer, in order to compensate the depletion of
the output voltage of the converter. However, the implementation
of this method requires a high cost. A simple boost converter is
connected to regain the pre-fault voltage in cascade configuration
either at transformer secondary-side [105] or at the transformer
primary side [106]. This method provides a cheaper and feasible
solution to the aforementioned one.
A voltage doubler circuit consists of two power switches and
two capacitors attached to the transformer secondary side. It is
another reconfiguration strategy which furnishes a solution for
voltage decrement problem in multilevel series-resonant and fullbridge DC–DC converters [107, 108].
Due to a single OC-circuit fault command, there is a complete
loss of power conversion capabilities in multilevel DC–DC
converters particularly in non-isolated three-level DC–DC
converters. The fault tolerant non-isolated three-level DC–DC
converters are shown in Fig. 17, which comprises of the
reorganisation of converter input.
A single OCF may completely discontinue the converter
operation if there is absence of redundancy of single-switch buck
converter. From the similar circuit of two individual DC–DC
converter topologies, a fault-tolerant architecture is derived for a
buck converter to solve this problem. With this fault-tolerant
architecture, operation at either buck/boost or buck mode is
possible. In simple, this fault-tolerant buck converter has one extra
power switch compared to normal buck converter [109].
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Fig. 18 Redundant leg implementation depends on simple redundant
switch [40]

3.2.3 Redundant legs insertion: Redundant legs insertion is a
type of fault-tolerant architectures that avoids the discontinuity of
operation when a fault occurs. Typically, redundant legs include
redundant switches and sometimes other auxiliary components
whenever applicable.
The best example based on redundant legs is the fault-tolerant
structure of single switch DC–DC boost converter. The redundant
leg consists of just a single switch or one TRIAC and a switch [40]
is associated in parallel to the original converter. The redundant leg
gets activated when there is a fault in the original converter switch.
The implementation of this strategy becomes cost-effective and an
interesting solution when engaged in a number of single switch
DC–DC boost converters as shown in Fig. 18.
3.3 Comparative analysis of converter reconfiguration
strategies
The most important features of the fault-tolerant strategies
applicable for the DC–DC converters are summarised in Table 4.
Unique consideration should be dedicated to the column
‘reconfiguration?’. Control of switch changes that concentrates on
isolated faulty modules are not taken into the account of
reconfiguration. If no additional hardware is required in the
converter circuit then the cost is classified as not applicable.
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Table 4 Comparison of fault-tolerant approaches
Ref.
Reconfiguration approach
[50]

phase-shift adjustment

[97]
[51, 92, 93, 95,
96]
[99, 100]
[94, 98]
[101]
[106]
[104, 105]
[92–103]
[44]
[39]
[40, 43]

phase-shift adjustment
phase-shift adjustment

4

Application control

bypass of faulty module
input series output parallel
bypass of faulty module
MMCs
bypass of faulty module
cascaded DC–DC converters
inclusion of redundant components
dual-switch buck converters
inclusion of redundant components series-resonant DC–DC converter
inclusion of redundant components
full bridge converters
inclusion of redundant components non-isolated multilevel converter
inclusion of redundant components
PSFB converter
inclusion of redundant components
single-switch boost converter

Conclusions

A comprehensive review on fault-diagnosis and fault-tolerance for
DC–DC converters has been carried out with the intention to
provide a clear picture of the current status of the research field.
Fault-diagnosis and fault-tolerance are becoming increasingly
important for power electronic systems. Their application in power
converters is very significant to ensure reliability. Fault-diagnosis
techniques and their applications have been broadly reviewed from
signal processing based and model-based algorithms, respectively.
Signal-based fault diagnosis is performed from the classifications
obtained from time and frequency domains.
The contribution targets on fault-diagnosis and fault-tolerance
in DC–DC converters has gained its own position in the last few
years. Gathering data about the fault diagnostic algorithms and
fault tolerance strategies developed until now in a single document
turns out to be progressively essential. Thus, this paper furnishes
an up to date analysis of recent achievements attained with respect
to the improvement of reliability and availability of DC–DC
converters.
The solutions accessible in literature furnish an effective faultdiagnosis and tolerance methods for endless DC–DC converter
topologies, permitting them to create a strong groundwork for the
reliability improvement in DC–DC converters.
Lastly, the status of current research identifies the following key
results and limitations.
• Advancement of power switches with better SC capabilities and
faster fuses would greatly simplify the fault-isolation circuit.
• Quick identification of faults and transition from faulty state to
post fault state should be addressed in detail.
• Most of the fault-tolerant strategies are only suitable for
detecting single OCF or SCF. Further analysis has to be done on
simultaneous multiple faults.
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